Abstract: The modi ed Newton-Sabatier method is extended to the inverse scattering problem of coupled channels at xed energy. The problem is solved for a system of coupled radial Schr odinger equations with a potential matrix independent of the angular momentum of the relative motion. The new method is applied to the example of two channels coupled by complex-valued square well potentials.
Introduction
The inverse scattering problem in quantum mechanics plays an important role in the determination of e ective potentials from measured cross sections. The xed angular momentum inversion problem for one channel can be solved by the Gel'fand-Levitan method 1] or by the Marchenko method 2]. An extension of the Gel'fand-Levitan method to coupled channels was developed by Cox 3] . A rational scheme was proposed by Kohlho and von Geramb 4] and applied to nucleon-alpha spin-orbit interactions by Becker 5] .
The xed energy inversion problem was solved for one channel by Newton 6] and Sabatier 7] . Reviews are given in Refs. 8] and 9]. M unchow and Scheid 10] modi ed the one channel Newton-Sabatier method under the assumption that the spherical potential V (r) is known from a certain nite distance r 0 up to in nity which is usually the case in practice. With this modi cation the method is applicable to realistic heavy ion collisions 11, 12] . A spin-orbit inversion scheme at xed energy was given by Leeb et al. 13] and applied by Alexander et al. 14] to derive nucleon-alpha spin-orbit potentials. The results of these calculations compare well to the potentials obtained by Becker 5] . In this Letter we extend the modi ed Newton-Sabatier method to the case of N coupled channels under the assumption that the potential matrix does not depend on the angular momentum of relative motion.
The Coupled Channel Equations
We assume that the Hamiltonian of two colliding partners (nuclei or atoms) can be written in the form H = T(r)+h( )+W(r; ) where T denotes the relative kinetic energy operator, h the Hamiltonian of the internal states of the two scattering partners with internal excitation energies ( 1 = 0 < 2 ::: N ) and W the interaction energy depending on the set of internal coordinates and the relative radial distance r. Then the wave function of the scattering problem H = E can be expanded as
Here, Y`m describes the orbital motion of the nuclei or atoms with the angular momentum quantum numbers`and m; denotes the channel number and n enumerates the N degenerate solutions belonging to the same given energy E. 
We next choose an arbitrary symmetric matrix U 0 ( ) = U 0 ( ) for the reference potential whose regular solutions ' 0` n of the Schr odinger equation are known:
with
The potential matrix U is the unknown quantity which we determine from given S?matrix elements S` of the radial wave functions '` n .
The Inverse Problem for Coupled Channels at Fixed Energy Let us generalize the Povzner-Levitan representation of the scattering solution functions for the case of N coupled channels as
where the matrix elements K UU 0 of the transformation kernel will be speci ed later. It is a straightforward exercise to show that the solution functions '` n , as expressed in Eq. (7), satisfy the coupled radial Schr odinger equations (3), if use of Eq. (5) and of the following relations is made:
and
The latter equation yields the wanted potential. The transformation kernel is the solution of the partial di erential equation (8) 
Inserting this equation into Eq. (7) we get the fundamental equations for the inverse calculation of the coupled channel problem:
where the matrix L is given as
Solving Eq. (11) for the spectral coe cients cǹ n 0 and the radial functions '` n ( ) we obtain the coupling potentials by use of Eqs. (9) and (10).
The Usual Newton-Sabatier Method
The spectral coe cients cǹ n 0 can be obtained as a function of the Smatrix by analysing Eq. (11) in the limit ! 1. Let us assume that the asymptotic wave functions are connected with the S-matrices as follows
with T` n ( ) = e ?i( ?` =2) n ? S` n e i( ?` =2) =( )
and ' 0` n ( ) = e ?i( ?` =2) n ? S 0` n e i( ?` =2) = : (15) The S-matrix elements S` n are the input data for the calculation; the elements S 0` n are known and belong to the reference potential U 0 . The coe cients Aǹ n 0 serve as normalization and expansion coe cients of the solution functions. Inserting Eqs. (13) and (15) into Eq. (11) we get incoming and outgoing waves on both sides of Eq.(11). Thus we can write (11) in terms of exp(i ) and exp(?i ). To ful ll this equation, the coecients of the exponential functions must vanish. By setting them to zero, we get a set of equations for the cǹ n 0 and Aǹ n 0 which are linear in Aǹ n 0 and bǹ n 0 = P N n 00 =1 Aǹ n 00 cǹ00 n 0 . After eliminating the coe cients Aǹ n 0 , we can calculate the coe cients bǹ n 0 : b = X M ?1 N ; ( = (`; ; n); = (`0; n 0 ; n 00 )) ;
where M = S` n 0 e i(`0?`) =2 ? S`0 n 0 e i(`?`0) =2 L`0ǹ 00 n (1) and N = S` n ? S 0` n .
We then nd cǹ 
Since the number of channels N is nite for each angular momentum, the proof of the uniqueness of the resulting coupling matrix U can be carried out in the same manner as in the case of N = 1 7] . If we consider the special case U 0 = 0 with S 0` n = an , we can generalize the proof of Sabatier 7] that one (and only one) potential of the form (9) The Modi ed Newton-Sabatier Method In many applications the coupling potential is known from some radius r 0 on. As an example let us assume in the following, that the interaction is zero beyond a particular radius r 0 in all channels. U ( ) = 0; 0 = kr 0 :
Then the information, inherent in the S-matrix, is used to construct the coupling matrix only in the nite interval of 0 < r < r 0 . This is the purpose of the Modi ed Newton-Sabatier method, which has been shown to yield unique potentials of the form (9) with (10) 10]. Because of (19) it is suitable to choose a zero reference potential: U 0 0. Then, the regular reference solutions are taken as ' 0` n ( ) = T 0` n ( ) with T 0` n ( ) n j`( ). Inserting these functions and '` n ( ) of Eq. (13) into Eq. (11) and limiting the number of`values to`m ax , we get the following nite set of coupled equations
with L``0 n ( ) = R 0 j`( n 0 )j`0( n 0 )d 0 : The coe cients Aǹ n 0 and bǹ n 0 are obtained by solving Eq. (20) at outer radii i > 0 , where T` n ( ) is determined by the given S-matrix: T` n ( > 0 ) = n h ? ( ) ? S` n h + ( ) with h `( x) = j`(x) in`(x). Choosing two radii 1 ; 2 > 0 we get a set of 2 (`m ax + 1) N N equations for the unknown coe cients Aǹ n 0 and bǹ n 0 . Then, the use of Eq. (11) at various values of < 0 together with Eqs. (9) and (10) gives the inverted potential matrix. As the coecients depend weakly on 1 Here the real part describes the attraction of the scattering partners and the imaginary part models the absorption from the considered channels. The excitation energies were set 1 = 0 MeV and 2 = 5 MeV . The mass parameter was chosen as the reduced mass for the scattering of two alpha-particles. In Fig.1 the results of the inversion calculations at di erent scattering energies are shown. With increasing energy, the number of usable S?matrix elements raises with angular momentum, containing more information about the potential matrix. The higher the energy, the higher`m ax can be chosen in Eq. (20). The energy was set E = 7 MeV (`m ax = 8), 10 MeV (`m ax = 9) and 50 MeV (`m ax = 17) for the dotted, dashed and full curves, respectively. In order to have a quantitative comparision of these calculations, a 2 test has been performed. The 2 error function was de ned as
The 2 values for the potentials are: 2 = 3:2224, 1:3458 and 0:5074 for E = 7; 10 and 50 MeV; respectively.
The potentials in Fig. 1 show small oscillations around the exact potential values with an approximate wavelength 0:25h=(2 E) 1=2 and amplitudes which get smaller as more angular momenta are taken into account in Eq. (20). The wavelength arises from the variations of the product terms '` n ' 0` n 0 in the kernel (10) . We note that the inverted potential matrix has a pole for r = 0 as can be seen from Eq. (9).
Conclusions
For the rst time the Newton-Sabatier method is extended to a special coupled channel problem. The coupling potential is restricted to monopole transitions induced by the radial motion. The extension of the method to charged scattering partners is straightforward by applying the procedure of May et al 11] . A comparison with experimental data is presently di cult since in practice nuclei or atoms are scattered with initial ground state con gurations and, therefore, only a row of the S?matrix is experimentally known. An extended paper with details of the method will be presented in the near future. 1 The potential matrix elements V ij inverted at E = 7; 10 and 50 MeV (cm energy) are shown as a function of the radial distance by dotted, dashed and full curves, respectively. The chosen radii are r 1 = 6:18fm and r 2 = 6:22fm.
